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The case for physical activity 

Physical activity is good for you. The case has been made and the evidence is cleari. In fact, the 

impacts of living an active lifestyle are so powerful that medics believe that if all the benefits of physical 

activity were available in a pill it would be labelled as a miracle cure.  

For children, the benefits of maintaining a physical lifestyle include:  

• Obesity prevention 

• improved mental health & wellbeing  

• improved mental resilience 

• less likelihood of taking up risky behaviours and  

• improved academic attainment  

However in the 2014 publication Generation Inactiveii, UKactive stated, “Today’s young children are 

the least active generation in history”. This is bad news for children as it could set them up for 

numerous physical and mental health issues in the future. Also if this generation continue to grow up 

as inactive, it will have an enormous impact on our future health and care system. 

Children aged 5-18 years should be active for at least 60 minutes a day up to several hours. However, 

a review of the available evidenceiii  highlights that only approximately half of children aged seven 

currently meet the minimum criteria of 60 minutes, with girls being far less likely than boys to achieve 

this.  

To avoid this, we all need to work to get as many people active as we can and schools have been 

recognised as having a key role in helping to make this happeniv. 

Today, physical activity has become even harder to achieve, with trends in day to day activities 

significantly changing. For example, travel is now dominated by cars whereas in the past walking and 

cycling were the main forms of getting to your destination. Jobs are also more sedentary as 

manufacturing is generally automated and there are increased office jobs which tend to be more desk-

based. This means we now have even more of a responsibility to build physical activity back into our 

lives.  



 
 

 

Introducing the ‘Daily Mile’.  

The ‘Daily Mile’ is a simple concept, which was first created at St Ninian’s Primary School in 

Stirling. Each school simply commits to ensuring that children and staff within that school 

completes 15 minutes of walking, jogging or running outside in the fresh air every day, whatever 

the weather, and at whatever pace best suits them. It really doesn’t matter how they choose to do 

it as long as they take part. Over time children’s fitness has been observed to improve 

significantly, such that after approximately four weeks the majority of pupils average at least a 

mile hence, ‘The Daily Mile’ is born.  

The Daily Mile, however, is not a replacement for Physical Education (PE) lessons. Good quality 

PE is essential in developing the physical skills required to live a healthy life and supports mental 

wellbeing, resilience and helps develop good social and physical skills.  

History of the Daily Mile 

The concept was developed almost by accident. A volunteer at St Ninian’s made an observation 

that some of the children at the school seemed unfit. Former Headteacher and founder of ‘The 

Daily Mile’, Elaine Wyllie listened to this, and decided to take the pupils for a run – only to 

discover the “Inconvenient Truth”: the children were indeed unfit and that many of them could 

barely run the “length of themselves”.  

To help change this, and get the children up to a standard fitness level, Elaine started taking 

each class out every day to run just a few laps around the school field. After just three weeks 

teachers were already noticing an improvement in both fitness levels and attainment in the 

classroom. The benefits to the children were so noticeable that the run was formalised into the 

Daily Mile’ (five laps around the school field), and four years later the ‘Daily Mile’ is still going 

strong. 

Elaine also claimed that “the children thrive on being outside. Experiencing the fresh air, the 

weather, the sights and the sounds..”



 

 

The Daily Mile in Staffordshire 
 

St Lawrence Primary Academy in Gnosall has recently implemented the ‘Daily Mile’. Trish 

Edwards, Head teacher, tells the story. 

“The daily mile at St Lawrence came about from a very personal and selfish reason I suppose! In 

October 2014, I travelled to Dublin to watch my brother run the Dublin Marathon. I remember at 

the nine mile mark looking at the runners and (stupidly?!) thinking, ‘if some of those people can 

do this, I am sure I can.’ I said this having only run as a child at primary school and having no 

experience of running. I returned home and started a running programme linked to the couch 

potato programme - very slowly building up my stamina and in October 2015 I completed the 

Dublin Marathon. I now run about 5 to 6 miles daily, five times a week and couldn’t imagine life 

without a daily run. I have fully seen the benefits in both my own physical and mental well-being 

and have just so wanted to be able to share that good feeling I have after every run with the 

children of my school. I truly believe that if I can run, then anyone can run.  

At the beginning of this year (2016) I heard about the experience of St Ninian’s and got in touch 

with them to find out about how they implemented it. Reading what they had to say, I just knew 

that we would be able to run the initiative in our school and so since April 11th 2016, having 

communicated our plans with the parents, every child has now run a mile every day. Although it 

is early days, already I cannot imagine a school day without it now happening. 

It still goes well, we do it every day and we’ve not missed a session. The year six classes even 

ran their mile BEFORE every SATs paper recently. It has so quickly become a part of our school 

daily routine that we just take it for granted that it’s going to happen. I am so proud of how 

everyone has come together to make it happen. I’ve had no complaints from staff, and they 

already can see the clear benefits from completing the mile.  

We haven’t done weight measurements (we can’t), but that is not what it’s about. However, there 

is a real buzz from the children about how its making them feel good – and likewise the staff as 

well. As a result I now see the children in the morning as I am driving past running with their 

parents have children running with their parents – apparently they’ve taken it up as a result of the 

‘Daily Mile’. 



 

 

Staff tend to meet at the beginning of the day and talk through when would be a good time to go 

out to do the mile. What’s nice is that we generally have a junior class who often go out to do it 

with an infant class and because we have separate playtimes and playgrounds, then it’s a good 

chance for the children throughout the school to mix when doing the mile. We’ve given out lots of 

kindness awards to children who have been so encouraging to others which clearly supports one 

of our school values of ‘kindness’.  

I’ve now been sent some curriculum maths work from our year three students who know that 

we’re going to be using our Sports Premium money to have a specific daily mile path built, and 

have been helping with the measurements required.  I’ve been told by one parent of a child (the 

child is under a weight loss programme through her doctors) that in one week the child lost 7lbs. 

Another parent of an obese infant child told me her son had gone down a trouser size in just two 

weeks. 

Staff are also reporting that they have lost weight as a result of this, and last week I went into 

school on the Saturday and one of my members of staff who lives in the village was in the 

playground running the mile. I was so proud of her! 

Parents overall have been extremely enthusiastic and supportive, and where there have been a 

couple of issues I have had the support of the School Governors to manage the situation.” 

 



 

 

Some advice from St Lawrence Primary Academy when doing the ‘Daily Mile’ – 

• Make sure inhalers are to hand – although interestingly as the weeks have gone on, children 

have been using their inhalers less and less; 

• Make sure staff have appropriate trainers on – advise them to get their gait analysis done 

and to buy a good pair of trainers if they are going to do the ‘Daily Mile’ (which all of my staff 

are doing); 

Talk to the children about pacing themselves – there is so much learning in this which some of the 

children find really hard to do! 

Implementing the Daily Mile 

The documents included in this pack have been designed by The Daily Mile Foundation, and can be 

accessed for free at www.thedailymile.co.uk.   

This should be everything you need to get your daily mile up and running. If you have any questions 

please contact Staffordshire Health & Care on 01785 278290 alternatively contact Trish Edwards, 

Head teacher of St Lawrence Primary Academy at headteacher@st-lawrence.staffs.sch.uk 


